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NEW LOOK 
NEW FEEL

TECEloop flush plates
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A FRESH LOOK



IN FAVOUR OF 
THE ORIGINAL
Two round buttons, 
harmonious, func-
tional and beautiful.  
We couldn’t improve 
the shape. But we’ve 
given the surface a 
makeover.



MIX &  
MATCH 
TECEloop is still a 
 classic among  designer 
flush plates – and to 
this day  remains 
unique with its 
 modular system.  
Now we’re presenting 
new covers.
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The TECEloop modular system: an individual flush plate is made up of a cover and 
buttons. A wide range of materials and colours ensures the right cover to cater 
for every taste and every interior.
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CONCRETE
TECEloop

Concrete used to be what lays 
behind the plaster. Today we 
use it consciously: from the 
wall to the vase, we proudly 
display it in all its diversity.  
Now also as a toilet flush plate. 
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Rough and cool are yesterday. In combination with warm 
woods, fluffy textiles and harmonious lighting, concrete be-
comes an exciting environment for a new level of comfort.
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OAK WOOD
TECEloop

No other material gives us the 
feeling of nature indoors as 
 directly as real wood. Do you 
also feel like you can smell the 
forest?
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NOTHING LIKE 
THE REAL THING
Nature cannot be improved. That’s why we prefer to 
work directly with the original.
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Not just labels: every cover from the 
TECEloop modular system is made 
from what it says. We don’t use imi-
tations in production; we use real 
oak, real concrete, real marble and 
real slate.
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MARBLE
TECEloop

The material of the rich and beautiful has 
long since lost its elitist conceit. Innovative 
processing methods have led to a renais-
sance of this special natural material in 
 interior design, where it now takes into 
 account our yearning for nature and 
 authenticity.
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Solid yet delicate, marble touches our senses in a unique 
way. Perhaps one reason why it is particularly  able to express 
our appreciation for objects and spaces.
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SLATE
TECEloop

Greetings from the kitchen, served on a 
slate plate. The rugged elegance of this 
dark stone fascinates us in numerous 
 environments. Even in the bathroom.
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Delicate tones contrast with rugged structures: where slate 
and soft colours meet, eyes and hands experience a sensual 
interplay of the elements.
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GLASS
TECEloop

Probably the most classic material that is 
used in our covers.  
However, new fresh colours let the most 
traditional of all TECEloop plates shine in 
a completely new light. 
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Delicate but never fragile
TECEloop covers made of glass appear almost weightless thanks to their particularly transparent 
surface and flat wall structure. For everyday life, their extremely hard and scratch-resistant surface 
makes them extremely easy to clean.

TECEloop light beige
Instead of being clinically cool, this 
plate appears comfortably soft in its 
tone of fluffy flannel. For bright bath-
rooms that promote a feeling of 
well-being. 

TECEloop titanium
Titanium is used in applications ranging 
from aircraft to accessories. Its warm 
grey makes it an all-rounder for us as 
a colour that fits perfectly into any envi-
ronment.

TECEloop evening blue
A deep, dark shining blue that awak-
ens a longing for the sea, lemons and 
the scent of the Amalfi Coast. For sen-
sual, elegant accents.
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Portrait: Martin Jepp“  Behind every colour, 
every sound, smell, 
 taste or tactile  sensation, 
there is an infinite num-
ber of connections in 
the universal spectrum 
of human perception. ”

 
Prof Axel Venn

The colour researcher, designer, author and colour artist devotes a large part of his 
work to strategic trend scouting and the effects of colours on society, the economy, 
design and marketing. He is professor emeritus for colour design at the University of 
Applied Science and Art, Hildesheim, and advises companies worldwide on questions of 
product design, colour marketing and an authentic colour policy. With his many years of 
experience, Professor Venn supported TECE in developing new surfaces and colours 
for TECEloop.
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INTERPLAY OF LIGHT  
AND COLOURS
The best way to experience 
how diverse glass can be is to 
visit the glassblower island of 
Murano in the Venice lagoon. 
Admittedly, we don’t have quite 
so much freedom in terms of 
design. And yet TECEloop de-
velops its very own character 
from colour to colour.
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9240619
Matt black buttons

9240663 / 9240664
White / White antibac buttons

9240667
Black buttons

*Appearance and surface finish may 
vary due to material and production.

TECEloop  
MODULAR SYSTEM
Because it is often the detail that counts, 
the TECEloop modular system combines 
the cover and buttons individually. 

All our covers and buttons can be freely 
combined in the TECEloop modular 
system. A special installation frame is 
optionally available separately for flush 
installation.

9240612
Oak wood cover

9240613
White marble cover

9240614
Light concrete cover

9240675
Slate slab cover

9240671
White glass cover

9240674
Black glass cover

9240618
Matt white buttons
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9240615
Evening blue glass cover

9240616
Titanium glass cover

9240617
Light beige glass cover

9240678
Coffee brown glass cover

9240679
Ruby red glass cover

9240668
Gold buttons

9240669
Brushed stainless steel buttons
Button with anti-fingerprint coating

Buttons Cover

9240666
Bright chrome buttons

9240665
Matt chrome buttons

Find out more information on TECEloop at
www.tece.com/en/toilet-flush-plates/teceloop-toilet-flush-plate
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9242659
White glass,  
matt chrome  
button

9242660
White glass,  
bright chrome  
button

TECEloop GLASS —  
VARIANTS IN A SET
As an exception, black-and-white thinking  
is allowed here: with our popular  
cover / button combinations in a set.

TECEloop in white and black glass is 
also available as a urinal flush plate in all 
button combinations.

Glass cover and buttons are supplied 
as a set. The installation frame for flush 
installation can be ordered seperately 
as an option. 

9240650
White glass, white buttons

9240659
White glass, matt chrome buttons

9240655
Black glass, matt chrome buttons

9240656
Black glass, bright chrome buttons

9242650
White glass,  
white button

9242661
White glass,  
stainless steel 
 button
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9242655
Black glass,  
matt chrome  
button

9242656
Black glass,  
bright chrome  
button

9240660
White glass, bright chrome buttons

9240654
Black glass, white buttons

9240657
Black glass, black buttons

9240658
Black glass, gold buttons

9242654
Black glass,  
white button

9242663
Black glass,  
stainless steel 
 button

9242657
Black glass,  
black button

9242658
Black glass, 
gold buttons
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TECEloop plastic is supplied in a set.  
The installation frame for flush installation 
can be ordered seperately as an option. 

9240920
White

9240927
White, bright chrome buttons

9240922  
Matt chrome

9240921
Bright chrome

DESIGN FOR ALL
It doesn't always have to be marble.  
Our design classic also comes in a 
robust, easy-care plastic version.

9240926
Matt white

9240924
Black

9240925
Matt black

9242600
White

9242627
White, bright 
chrome button

9242625
Matt chrome

9242626
Bright chrome
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Perfectly integrated
It’s worth taking a closer look here: for an even more 
 harmonious look, all TECEloop flush plates can also be in-
stalled flush with the surface.

Special installation frames for both 
 toilet and urinal flush plates are 
 available for flush mounting.

Colour Toilet flush plate 
Item no.

Urinal flush plate 
Item no.

Bright metal 9240644 –

White 9240646 9242646 

Black 9240647 9242647

Gold plated 9240648 9242648

Bright chrome 9240649 9242649
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All TECE flush plates are compatible with the universal cistern 
from TECE. For renovations and modernisations, they can be in-
terchanged regardless of series and year. Even after decades.  
Planning and design in a modular system. Made by TECE.

 
No limits

TECEloop

TECEsquare

TECEnow

TECEsolid

TECEvelvet

Selection from the TECE flush plates range

COMPATIBLE ALL-ROUND
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ROOM FOR 
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S Bathroom & Sanitary Design Catalogue

FREEDOM IN 
 DESIGN

Design & Creation

RELIABILITY  
IN PROJECT  
BUSINESS

Project & Planning

GET TO KNOW US BETTER
TECE supports builders, planners and architects 
in implementing their construction projects.  
Visit www.tece.com/en, where you can find de-
tailed information about the company, products 
and services.

From shower channels and room 
thermostats to toilet terminals: the 
design catalogue introduces the 
world of  attractive TECE products 
in front of the wall.

 
Design Catalogue

Freedom of design. The topics of 
space and architecture, individuality 
and  design and function and technol-
ogy are aimed primarily at architects 
and bathroom designers.

 
Design & Creation

 
Project & Planning
Reliability in terms of time, legal as-
pects and economic efficiency. This 
brochure is intended for planners, ar-
chitects and investors.
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You can find further information at
www.tece.com

TECE GmbH
International business
t +49 25 72 / 9 28 - 999
international-business@tece.de
www.tece.com D
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